
Seminar leaders:  
 

Maria 

Rose Tabermann, teacher of “ritual 
dance and narratives”, Vestjyllands Højskole, 

psykomotoric therapist, tango dancer, 
student of Jes Bertelsen and Chökyi Nyima 

Rinpoche. 
 

 

Niels Viggo 

Hansen, philosopher, physicist, Ph.D., leader of 
Center for Research in Existence and Society at 
the Univ of Copenhagen, meditation teacher for 
35 years, student of Michael Barnett, Chökyi 
Nyima Rinpoche and others. 
 

 
Registration: Send an email to info@mindfulness-moving.com saying 
you would like to join. Please add 5-10 lines about your previous 
experience with meditation / bodywork. We will send a confirmation 
with account info for payment. Limited number of places, reservations 
are made in the order of payment. 
 
Time: The seminar starts Friday at 10.00 (breakfast served from  9.00, 
accommodation from Thursday evening available without  charge). The 
seminar ends with lunch on Sunday, 13.00-14.00. 
 
Seminar fee: 3150 DKK including accommodation in shared double 
rooms and full board, including coffee, tea, fruit ect.  
Single room fee 3900 kr. 
 
 
Contact, publications: Mindfulness Moving 
 www.mindfulness-moving.com   
 tel. +45 2895 0103 
 info@mindfulness-moving.com   

  

Mindfulness in 

movement 
 

 

 

 

Three days seminar 

with dynamic meditation. 

Primarily for professionals who 

work with others. 

Training, methods, explorations 

and reflection. 

 

 

 

With Maria Rose Tabermann  

and Niels Viggo Hansen. 

Strandgården, Gomde, Helgenæs, 16– 18 May 2014 
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Meditation and dynamic body work can enhance and enrich each 

other in ways we are only beginning to understand.. It is a dynamic 

nexus that several schools and traditions have opened up during the 

last decades, and seveal ground breaking approaches have been 

developed. It is still a very creative, emergent field. This workshop will 

provide a common focused work in this field, towards three objectives: 

1. intensive training and 

experience with practical 

dancing-meditative 

methods (for groups and 

individuals), 

2. well grounded reflections 

with philosophical 

exploration of body, self 

and movement, 

3. creative process ”building 

the ship while we navitate 

it” by developing a new 80-

minutes’ ”marathon” 

dancing meditation with 

music and instructions. 

Participants: This workshop is 

primarily for mindfulness 

teachers and others who work 

systematically with people and 

groups in meditative, body dynamic or philosophical methods. 

The daily program will include silent meditations in Gomde's beautiful 

temple, dynamic / danicng meditations with different specific 

structures, improvising sessions with musicians working in common 

meditative flows with the dancing group, and a philosophical "fireplace 

conversation" at the end of the day - where we combine the 

reflections and experiences of the day, in order to go further and 

deeper. 

Lectures: There will be a series of focused theoretical inputs on the 

philosophy and deep psychology of body and movement, and the 

relationship with mindfulness and meditation in different forms and 

traditions. As a common reference and resonance, we will distribute a 

few short, classical texts in advance. Philosophy is part of this process, 

not in order to provide ready-made answers - real philosophy never 

does that - but to help open new spaces of understanding we can 

explore. 

Music: We work with high quality sound, recorded music as well as live 

music, spanning from contemplative to dynamic, and with main focus 

on the rhythmic and intensive. As part of the process we are very 

fortunate to have a group of musicians experienced in meditative 

processes with an audience. During the seminar they will record and 

edit a sequence of completely new, embodied-meditative music - 

which will later be available to the participants in a special edition. 

Creative work. All participants will get the opportunity of creating a 

sequence of dancing meditation instcructions, testing it in practice 

with the group, and receiving feedback. Apart from music and 

rhythmic movement it will be possible to involve outdoor activities in 

the wonderful Helgenæs landscape 

Seminar practicalities: The fee includes accomodation and full board - 

colorfoul vegetarian meals, and coffee, tea, fruit. The seminar room 

and accommodation is at Strandgården, which is part of the Buddhist 

retreat center Gomde. During breaks there are great walks nearby - 

and even a sandy beach for swimming. When the program ends in the 

evening, there nice spaces for going on with philosophies, movements 

and rhythms - indoors or with a bonfire in the garden. 


